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This paper presents online SLAM for localization of mobile robots in artificial environments. This
proposed method exploits global planar features as landmarks in extended Kalman filter (EKF). The
main purpose of using global planer features is reducing accumulative error of the estimation. Planes
are extracted from point-cloud of 3-D LiDAR as normals. These normals are projected onto “depth-
Gaussian sphere”. Those points from each plane are concentrated in one place on the sphere since
planes has many normals which are almost same directions. These concentrations of points are deemed
as planar features. The state vector of EKF has states of both a robot and landmarks. Prediction
steps compute integration of angular velocity from gyroscope and linear velocity from wheel encoders,
respectively. Observation steps update states by using observed planar features. The method associates
observed planes and landmark planes, and the state vector is updated. Area of landmark planes are
also expanded with every association. Observed planes which are not associated with any landmarks
become new landmarks, and the state vector is augmented. Similar landmarks are merged as necessary.
To avoid mismatching between observations and landmarks, candidates being associated are selected by
some conditions. To evaluate the proposed method, an experiment with an actual robot was performed.
It shows the method suppresses accumulative error of localization by using the landmarks.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Estimating the pose of a robot in the surrounding environ-
ment is one of the classic problems of mobile robotics. In a
known environment, the robot can self-localize by matching
sensor information at the moment to the prior information
of the environment. Especially, many methods using maps
as prior information have been proposed [1]. In those meth-
ods, accuracy of the map is important. However, mapping
requires accurate estimation of the robot’s pose. This leads a
dilemma: for self-localization, the robot requires a map, but
to build such a map, the pose of the robot must be known [2].
A solution of this is SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And
Mapping) [3]. Many kinds of SLAM have been developed.
This paper focuses on online (real-time) SLAM because lo-
calizing the pose and correcting estimation online is required
when the robot runs in unknown environments. SLAM with
scan matching method such like ICP scan matching [4], NDT
scan matching [5, 6] is one of well-known online SLAM. Zhang
[7] has proposed a matching method based on edge and planar
features with good results. Using these features achieves low-
drift and low-computational complexity. However it is difficult
for scan matching methods to correct accumulative error be-
cause it integrates relative pose transformation to the initial
pose. On another hand, landmark-based SLAM can suppress
error while the robot is observing the landmarks. Taguchi
[8] has proposed a method which associates observation and
landmarks, and applies SVD to estimate the pose of the robot.
But using SVD means noise of observation is not considered.
Landmark-based SLAM implemented with EKF is well known
[9]. Exploiting planes as landmarks is a well known method
in the area of visual SLAM [10, 11, 12]. However they do not
describe how to handle landmarks which the robot pass by
and can not be observed. It means it is not considered how
to deal with the situation that robot comes back to known
place, and how to avoid false matching. Some methods use
planar landmarks with Manhattan world assumption [13, 14].
The assumption assumes that planes in the environment are
orthogonal to each other. This assumption has low versatility
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although it linearizes the system and makes estimation easier.
To address these issues above, this paper proposes EKF

SLAM with global planar features as landmarks. And data
association including the situation that the robot comes back
to known landmarks is implemented. Note that the proposed
method does not use any prepared maps nor models of the
environment. Information of the planar landmarks such like
position and orientation are also unknown. And Manhattan
world assumption is not used in this method, which means
any planes can be used in this method.

Main contributions of this paper are summarized here:

• A method of extracting planes from point-cloud as nor-
mals is described.

• EKF framework with planar landmarks is described.

• Data association between sensor observations and land-
marks including the revisit situation is described.

• Condition setting for avoiding false matching is de-
scribed.

2 6-DoF EKF SLAM with global planar
features in artificial environments

The system configuration diagram of the proposed method
is shown in Fig. 1. The method is based on landmark-
based SLAM [3]. Prediction step and update step are re-
peated in EKF. Date association between observations and
registered landmarks is needed for the update process. Land-
marks means planar features in this method. The planar fea-
tures are extracted from point-cloud.

2.1 Extraction of planes from point-cloud
2.1.1 Generation of normal-cloud

Normal-cloud N is generated by applying principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA)[15] to the local neighbor points of each
query point in point-cloud that is obtained with 3-D LiDAR.
The neighbor points (query point-cloud) Cquery are searched
by kd-tree[16] with searching radius. This searching radius is
set larger at farther point since point density is more sparse
in farther area.

Cquery =
[
c0 · · · cnCquery

]
, ci =

(
ci,x ci,y ci,z

)
(1)

N =
[
n0 · · · nnN

]
, ni =

(
ni,a ni,b ni,c ni,d

)
(2)

where ci denotes a point, and ni denotes parameters of the
plane (i.e. ni,ax+ ni,by + ni,cz + ni,d = 0).



Fig.1: System architecture

2.1.2 Selection from normal-cloud
Query point-clouds which have high flatness are picked up

from the normal-cloud with their third eigenvector (normal)
by the conditions below.

• The number of query points nCquery is many enough.

nCquery > THnCquery
(3)

• Fitting error between the plane and neighbor points e is
small enough.

e =

n∑
i=0

|naci,x + nbci,y + ncci,x + nd|
∥n∥ < THe (4)

2.1.3 Generation of depth-Gaussian sphere
All initial points of selected normals N̂ (∈ N) are moved to

one origin and generate point-cloud Cd−gauss. Shimizu [17]
calls this point-cloud “depth-Gaussian sphere” (cf. Gaussian
sphere [18]).

Cd−gauss =
[
cd−gauss0 · · · cd−gaussn

N̂

]
cd−gaussi = −ni,d

(
ni,a ni,b ni,c

) (5)

2.1.4 Clustering in depth-Gaussian sphere
Euclidean clustering is applied to the point-cloud on depth-

Gaussian sphere. And clusters which has enough many num-
bers of members are extracted as plane. Centroid of each
extracted cluster is used as planar feature below.

2.2 EKF framework
The state of both the robot and planar landmarks are esti-

mated simultaneously in this EKF. The state vector x consists
the state of them as Eq. (6). Prediction process is done with
input of wheel encoders and gyroscope. Observation process
is done with observation of planar landmarks.

x =
(
pT qT mT

0 · · · mT
n

)T
p =

(
xr yr zr

)T
, q =

(
ϕr θr ψr

)T
mi =

(
xlm,i ylm,i zlm,i

)T (6)

where p denotes the position of the robot, q denotes the at-
titude of the robot, and mi denotes the position of the land-
mark.

2.2.1 Prediction with wheel encoder
Linear velocity measured with wheel encoder uwheel is trans-

formed from the local coordinate to the global coordinate.

uwheel = vwheel =
(
vx 0 0

)T
(7)

f{xk} = xk +

Rotl→g
xyz {qk}uwheel,k∆t

03

03×n

 (8)

where vwheel denotes velocity measured with the wheel en-
coders, and Rotl→g

xyz is the rotation matrix which transforms
the point from the local frame to the global one.

2.2.2 Prediction with gyroscope
Angular velocity measured with wheel encoder ωgyro is

transformed from the local coordinate to the global coordi-
nate.

ugyro = ωgyro =
(
ωx ωy ωz

)T
(9)

f{xk} = xk +

 03

Rotl→g
ϕθψ{qk}ugyro,k∆t

03×n

 (10)

where ωgyro denotes angular velocity measured with the gy-

roscope, and Rotl→g
ϕθψ is the rotation matrix which transforms

the angles from the local frame to the global one.

2.2.3 Observation of planar landmarks
Observation process is done when observations of planar

features are associated with known landmarks. When the ob-
servations is not associated with any landmarks, the state vec-
tor is augmented and the state of the new landmark is added.
How to associate between observations and landmarks is de-
scribed at next section.

z =
(
zT0 · · · zTn

)T
zi = −ni,d

(
ni,a ni,b ni,c

)T (11)

zp =
(
zp

T
0 · · · zp

T
n

)T
zpi = hi{xk} = Rotg→l

xyz {qk}(mi,k −
pk ·mi,k

∥mi,k∥2
mi,k)

(12)

where z is the observation vector, and zp is the predicted
observation vector. Fig. 2 shows the function of hi{x}.

Fig.2: Predicted observation

2.3 Data association
2.3.1 Search for a corresponding landmark

Each registered landmark searches observation which has
minimum Mahalanobis distance dMahalanobis,min. When the
distance is smaller than the threshold, the observation is as-
sociated with the known landmark. When it is larger, the
observation is registered as a new landmark.

dMahalanobis,min = yT
î S

−1

î
yî < THdMahalanobis

y = z− h, S = JhPJh
T +R

(13)



where Jh is the Jacobian of the vector h, P is the covariance
matrix, and R is the noise matrix of observation.

2.3.2 Registration of a new landmark
A new landmark is registered and initialized with the infor-

mation below:

• Own coordinate (origin)
The point which the landmark is observed at the first
time becomes its origin of the own coordinate.

• Observed range
Each landmark records the range which the robot has
observed it before in the coordinate of the landmark.

• Direction of normal
Planes can have two direction of normal. But only one
side of the planes can be observed in the real world be-
cause walls and other things have thickness. Therefore
the direction of the plane is registered when the landmark
is initialized.

2.3.3 Update of information of associated landmark
When observation is associated with the observation, the

information of the landmark below is updated.

• Orientation of coordinate

• Observed range

2.3.4 Merge of landmarks
Landmarks are merged when two or more landmarks find

a same observation as a corresponding one. The oldest land-
mark which is observed earliest is remained, and the others
are absorbed to the oldest one. The range which the robot
has observed the landmark is also merged. This merge can
happen when the robot comes back to the known place.

However, landmarks are not merged when these landmarks
have been observed at the same time at prior step. At
that time, only the landmark whose Mahalanobis distance
dMahalanobis,min is smaller is associated, and the others have
no pair.

2.3.5 Narrowing down the candidates
In order to avoid false association, registered landmarks are

narrowed down every step before association process above.
Geometric constraints that the method exploits are here:

• Only one side of the plane is visible and it is not visible
from the other side.

• The landmark is not visible from a far position from the
last position of the robot which the landmark is observed
(observed range) like Fig. 3.

Fig.3: Observed range

3 EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Experimental outline
In this experiment, the 6-DoF pose (position and attitude)

of the robot was estimated by the proposed method and com-
parative approaches while the robot moved. It is hard to get
all ground truth of the pose while the robot is moving. Hence,
the robot was driven back to the exact starting position. Thus,
the return position error and the return attitude error were
evaluated instead of the whole trajectory.

3.2 Experimental conditions
3.2.1 Hardware

The experimental mobile robot is shown in Fig. 4. It has
Velodyne HDL-32ECXsens MTi30 and wheel encoders.

Fig.4: The experimental robot

3.2.2 Environment
The experimental floor map is shown in Fig. 5. The robot

was driven for three rounds of this course.

Fig.5: The experimental floor map

3.3 Experimental result
Trajectories estimated by the proposed method and the

comparative approaches on x-y plane are shown in Fig. 6a.
The trajectories on x-z plane are shown in Fig. 6b. The re-
turn position error and the return attitude error are shown
in Table 1. The proposed method estimated the pose of the
robot with less error compared with the others. It was stable
by using global planar features. The method could correct
the estimation as long as the robot observes the registered
planar landmarks. And some landmarks were merged when
the robot came back to the start point from the other side.
On the other hand, it was hard for gyrodometry and LOAM
to correct accumulative error while it was driven. Although
LOAM estimated transformation of the pose well each step,
once it detected bad matching, it was hard to correct, which
is comes from the feature of scan matching method.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6-DoF EKF SLAM with global planar features in artificial
environments was proposed. By measuring the position of pla-
nar landmarks, 6-Dof robot pose and the position of associated



(a) x-y (with registered global planes)

(b) x-z
Fig.6: The estimated trajectories

Table 1: Return position error and the return attitude
error

error in... Proposed method Gyrodometry LOAM

x[m] +0.005 -0.632 -0.117
y[m] +0.041 +0.036 +0.077
z[m] -0.088 -1.212 -0.574

dEuc[m] 0.097 1.367 0.590
ϕ[deg] -0.6 -2.1 -1.3
θ[deg] +0.3 +1.2 -2.7
ψ[deg] -1.2 -2.7 -1.4

global planes are updated. The experiment showed that the
proposed method had less accumulative error of estimation
than comparative approaches.

Since bundle adjustment is not implemented although the
proposed method merges landmarks when the revisits known
places, the future work of this paper is developing a method
to fix motion estimation drift by closing the loop. Another
future work is applying the proposed method to outdoor envi-
ronments. Outdoor ground is not complete plane. Therefore
the method often does false matching so far.
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